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e1e2 pairs from p2A reactions

Th. Weidmann, E. L. Bratkovskaya, W. Cassing, and U. Mosel
Institut für Theoretische Physik, Universita¨t Giessen, D-35392 Giessen, Germany

~Received 7 April 1998!

We present a dynamical study ofe1e2 production inp2A reactions at 1.3 and 1.7 GeV on the basis of the
coupled-channel-BUU approach. The contributions from vector mesons (r,v) are calculated taking into ac-
count the collisional broadening effect and are compared to background sources in the dilepton spectrum from
the Dalitz decays ofv and h mesons produced in the reaction. Two possible scenarios for the medium
modifications of the vector mesons are investigated, i.e., the ‘‘dropping mass’’ scheme for ther andv and a
momentum-dependentr-meson spectral function that includes the polarization of ther-meson due to resonant
r-N scattering.@S0556-2813~99!04502-1#

PACS number~s!: 25.80.Hp
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I. INTRODUCTION

The properties of hadrons in the nuclear medium are
fundamental interest~see Refs.@1–5#!. According to QCD
sum rules@4–6# or QCD inspired effective Lagrangian mod
els @1–3,7#, @8–13# the properties of the vector meson
(r, v andf) should change with the nuclear density. Fu
thermore, along with a dropping mass the phase space fo
resonance decay also decreases which results in a mod
tion of the resonance lifetime in matter. On the other ha
due to collisional broadening—which depends on the nuc
density and the resonance-nucleon interaction cross se
~see Refs.@14,15#!—the resonance lifetime decreases aga

The in-medium properties of vector mesons have b
studied experimentally so far by dilepton measurement
SPS energies for proton-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus c
sions@16–19#. As proposed by Li, Ko, and Brown@20# and
Ko et al. @21#, the observed enhancement inA1A reactions
compared top1A collisions in the invariant mass rang
0.3<M<0.7 GeV might be due to a shift of ther-meson
mass following Brown-Rho scaling@1# or the Hatsuda and
Lee sum rule prediction@4#. The microscopic transport stud
ies in Refs.@22–24# for these systems support these resu
@20,21#.

However, also a more conventional approach includ
the change of ther-meson spectral function in the mediu
due to the coupling ofr,p,D and nucleon dynamics alon
the lines of Refs.@7–10# was found to be~roughly! compat-
ible with the CERES data@10,22#. Meanwhile, our knowl-
edge on ther spectral function has improved since—as fi
pointed out by Friman and Pirner@11#—resonantr-N inter-
actions significantly enhance the strength in the vec
isovector channel at low invariant mass; this has also b
confirmed recently in Ref.@13# where the authors find a sig
nificant smearing of ther strength at lowr momenta due to
a self-consistent evaluation of the resonance widths. In f
the CERES data for S1Au at 200A GeV and Pb1Au at
160A GeV, using an expanding fireball model, were fou
to be compatible with such a hadronic scenario@12#.

Recently, the thermodynamical result of Ref.@12# was
supported by hadron string dynamics~HSD! transport calcu-
lations@25# where an improvedr spectral function was used
PRC 590556-2813/99/59~2!/919~9!/$15.00
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The conclusion in Ref.@25# was that both the ‘‘dropping
mass’’ scenario@21–24# as well as the hadronic spectr
function approach@12# lead to dilepton spectra which are i
good agreement with the experimental data for all system
SPS energies. A similar analysis was done also
BEVALAC-SIS energies@26# ~where quite different tem-
perature and density regimes are probed! involving both the
spectral functions from Refs.@12,13#. It was found that these
spectral functions give practically the same result for dile
ton spectra at BEVALAC-SIS energies.

Additional, and possibly more sensitive, informatio
could be provided by studies using more elementary pro
such a pions or protons as incoming particles. In such re
tions the nuclear density (<r0) is obviously lower than in
heavy-ion collisions, but the phase-space distribution of
nuclear matter is almost stationary and much better kno
In case of pion-nucleus reactions thev meson can be pro
duced with low momenta in the laboratory system such t
a substantial fraction of them will also decay inside a hea
nucleus @27–29#. In Refs. @28,29#, which employed the
Hatsuda-Lee mass shift@4#, it was shown on the basis of th
intranuclear cascade~INC! approach that the mass distribu
tions of the vector mesons decaying inside the nucleus h
a two-component structure@15# in the dilepton invariant
mass spectrum: the first, high-mass component corresp
to resonances decaying in the vacuum, thus showing the
spectral function which is very narrow in case of thev me-
son; the second~broader! component of lower masses corr
sponds to the resonance decay inside the nucleus.

The many detailed hadronic model studies quoted ab
have shown that the assumption of a very narrow, unchan
width of the vector mesons, that underlies the Hatsuda-
prescription, is oversimplified. This has also recently be
discussed in Ref.@6#, where the authors have shown th
QCD sum rules pose only very loose constraints on the
medium properties of vector mesons.

In this paper we, therefore, report results of detailed m
croscopic calculations on the basis of the coupled-chan
Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck~CBUU! model @30# for the
dilepton production inp2C,p2Ca,p2Pb collisions at ki-
netic energiesEkin51.3 and 1.7 GeV employing also a rea
istic spectral function for ther meson@13# in addition to the
919 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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920 PRC 59WEIDMANN, BRATKOVSKAYA, CASSING, AND MOSEL
collisional broadening and ‘‘dropping’’ mass effects of ve
tor mesons studied in Refs.@28,29#. Within this transport
model it is possible to investigate simultaneouslyg1A, p
1A, p1A, andA1A reactions in a wide dynamical rang
such that especially the pion dynamics can be controlled b
large set of independent experiments@30#.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we brie
describe the CBUU transport approach and its impleme
tion for pion-induced reactions, thepN total reaction cross
section, and the elementary processes for meson produ
and their interactions employed in the CBUU approach.
Sec. III we discuss the elementary channels for dilepton p
duction and collisional broadening and the in-medium mo
fication schemes~‘‘dropping’’ mass andr spectral function
approach! which will be applied for calculating the dilepto
spectra. Section IV contains a detailed study of dilep
spectra forp2C,p2Ca,p2Pb reactions atEkin51.3 and 1.7
GeV. We close with a summary in Sec. V.

II. INGREDIENTS OF THE CBUU-MODEL

A. Binding energy and nuclear stability

The dynamical description of pion-nucleus collisions
performed within the coupled-channel-BUU approach@30#
which has been found to describe reasonably well vari
pion data at SIS energies. The model has been describe
detail in Ref.@30#; here we briefly recall the main ingred
ents.

In line with Refs. @31–34# the dynamical evolution of
heavy-ion collisions or hadron-nucleus reactions below
pion-production threshold is described by a transport eq
tion for the nucleon one-body phase-space distribution fu
tion f N(r ,p,t),

] f ~r ,p,t !

]t
1H p

E
1

m* ~r ,p!

E
“pU~r ,p!J“ r f ~r ,p,t !

1H 2
m* ~r ,p!

E
“ rU~r ,p!J“pf ~r ,p,t !5I coll@ f ~r ,p,t !#,

~1!

wherer andp denote the spatial and the momentum coor
nate of the nucleon, respectively, whileN stands for a proton
~p! or neutron (n). The effective massm* (r ,p) in Eq. ~1!
includes the nucleon restmassmN(5938 MeV/c2) as well
as a scalar momentum-dependent mean-field pote
U(r ,p),

m* ~r ,p!5mN1U~r ,p! ~2!

for the baryons. The nucleon quasiparticle dispersion rela
then is

E~r ,p!5Am* ~r ,p!21p2. ~3!

We note that we have neglected an explicit vector interac
due to numerical reasons in order to achieve a better stab
of nuclei in their ‘‘ground state.’’ However, this is of n
concern since the vector interaction plays no role inp1A
reactions as considered in this work.
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Here we employ the momentum-dependent mean-fi
potential proposed by Welkeet al. @35# with an additional
isospin symmetry potentialUsymm, i.e.,

Unr~r ,p!5A
r

r0
1B

rt

r0
12

C

r0
E d3p8

f ~r ,p8!

11S p2p8

L D 2 1Usymm,

~4!

whereUsymm is

Usymm5D
rp~r !2rn~r !

r0
tz , ~5!

with tz521 for neutrons andtz511 for protons; for the
strength of the symmetry potential we useD530 MeV in
line with Ref. @36#.

As an extension of the momentum-independent Skyr
type potentials for nuclear matter@33,35# the parametrization
~4! has no manifest Lorentz-properties. However, defin
Lorentz-properties are required for a transport model at r
tivistic energies. To achieve this goal we evaluate the n
relativistic mean-field potentialUnr in the local rest frame
~LRF! of nuclear matter which is defined by the frame
reference with vanishing local vector baryon current@ j (r ,t)
50#. Assuming only scalar potentials in the LRF we th
equate the expressions for the single-particle energies u
the non-relativistic potentialUnr and the scalar potentialU
by

Ap21m21Unr~r ,p!5Ap21@m1U~r ,p!#2. ~6!

Equation~6! now allows us to extract the scalar mean-fie
potentialU(r ,p) which we will use throughout our calcula
tions for the baryons.

For our calculations we use a~momentum-dependent!
equation of state~EOS! for nuclear matter with an incom
pressibility of K5290 MeV ~i.e., A5229.3 MeV, B
557.2 MeV, C5263.5 MeV, t51.760, L52.13 fm21).
For the pion-nucleus reactions to be investigated in t
study, however, the nuclear incompressibilityK is no deci-
sive quantity and is only quoted for completeness.

For p1A reactions it is important that the nuclea
groundstate properties, i.e., density and binding energies
well reproduced. We illustrate the quality of our ground sta
in Fig. 1, where we show the binding energy per nucleon
a function of the nucleon numberA. The solid curve corre-
sponds to the binding energy calculated withUsymm whereas
the dashed curve is the result without the isospin symm
potential; the solid curve belongs to nuclei that are qu
stable over time periods longer than the typical reaction ti
of 15 fm/c in case of a Pb target. Comparing our calcu
tions for stationary nuclei with the empirical liquid drop re
sult ~dotted line! we find that our dynamical calculation
with Usymm agree reasonably well with the experimental sy
tematics.

In the CBUU model we explicitly propagate the meson
degrees of freedomp,h,r and a scalar mesons that simu-
lates correlated 2p pairs in the isospin 0 channel. In additio
to the nucleon and theD(1232) we, furthermore, include a
baryonic resonances up to a mass of 1950 MeV/c2: i.e.,
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N(1440), N(1520), N(1535), D(1600), D(1620),
N(1650), D(1675), N(1680), D(1700), N(1720),
D(1905), D(1910), andD(1950); the resonance propertie
are adopted from the PDG@37#. Denoting the nucleon byN
and the baryon resonances listed above byR and R8, we
include the following channels: elastic baryon-baryon co
sions NN↔NN,NR↔NR; inelastic baryon-baryon colli-
sionsNN↔NR,NR↔NR8,NN↔D(1232)D(1232); inelas-
tic baryon-meson reactionsR↔Np,R↔Npp, D(1232)p,
N(1440)p,Nr,Ns,N(1535)↔Nh,NN↔NNp; meson-
meson collisionsr↔pp (p wave!, s↔pp (s wave!.

B. pN total reaction cross sections

In order to describe pion-baryon scattering in the fram
work of the resonance picture a Breit-Wigner formulation
the cross sections (pN→mN) was used

sab→R→cd5
2JR11

~2Sa11!~2Sb11!

4p

pi
2

sGR→abGR→cd

~s2MR
2 !21sG tot

2
.

~7!

In Eq. ~7! ab andcd denote the baryon and the meson in t
initial and final state of the reaction andR is the intermediate
baryon resonance.JR , Sa , and Sb are the spins of the
baryon resonance and the particles in the initial state of
reaction, whileGR→ab , GR→cd are taken from the PDG@37#
and pi

2 stands for the squared momentum of the incom
meson in the resonance rest frame.

The solid line in Fig. 2 shows the totalp22p-cross sec-
tion within the CBUU model in comparison to the expe
mental data from@38#. To calculate this cross section w
replace the partial widthsGR→cd in Eq. ~7! by the total
widths of the baryonic resonances and sum up the contr
tions from all resonances incoherently. The dot-dot-dash
the dot-dashed, and the short-dashed lines in Fig. 2 show
contributions fromD(1232), N(1440), andN(1520) sepa-
rately. We supplement the resonances included in Ref.@30#
with an additional effective two-pion production chann

FIG. 1. The binding energy per nucleon as a function of
nucleus mass number. The solid curve corresponds to the bin
energy calculated with the symmetry potentialUsymm whereas the
dashed curve is the result of a calculation withoutUsymm. The dot-
ted line corresponds to the empirical values according to the liq
drop formula.
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~long-dashed line! in order to reproduce properly the tota
cross section data at highs1/2 which is quite essential forp
1A reactions in the energy regime considered. By us
alternatively an effective resonance with a one-pion de
width we have ascertained that our results are independe
the specific way in which the missing pion strength at hi
energies is corrected.

C. Elementary processes for meson production
and meson-baryon interactions

Because of the small cross sections involved we can t
the production of vector mesons (r,v) and h ’s perturba-
tively. Since we work within the parallel ensemble alg
rithm, each parallel run of the transport calculation can
considered approximately as an individual reaction eve
where binary reactions in the entrance channel at given
variant energyAs lead to final states with 2 or 3 particle
with a relative weightWi for each eventi. Wi is defined by
the ratio of the production cross section to the total hadr
hadron cross section.1 The perturbative treatment implie
that the initial hadrons are not modified in their respect
final channels. On the other hand, each perturbative par
is represented by a test particle with weightWi and propa-
gated according to the Hamilton equations of motion. Elas
and inelastic reactions with baryons are computed in
standard way@39#. The final cross section is obtained b
multiplying each testparticle with its weightWi . In this way
one achieves a time-saving simulation of the vector me
production, propagation, and reabsorption during the pi
nucleus collision.

1The actual final states are chosen by Monte Carlo sampling
cording to the 2- or 3-body phase space.

e
ng

id FIG. 2. The calculated totalp2-p cross section in compariso
to the data from@38# ~solid line!. The dot-dot-dashed, the do
dashed, and the short-dashed lines show the contributions from
D(1232), theN(1440), and theN(1520) separately. The long
dashed line indicates the contribution of the additional two p
production channel.
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922 PRC 59WEIDMANN, BRATKOVSKAYA, CASSING, AND MOSEL
The h mesons are produced in pion-baryon and bary
baryon collisions according to the elementary product
cross sections from Refs.@40,41#. However, in the presen
analysis we assume thepn→pnh cross section to be abou
six times larger than thepp→pph cross section close to
threshold in line with the new data from the WASA Collab
ration @42#. For the vector mesons (r,v) we have to take
into account the pion-baryon production channelsp2p
→vn,p2N→vX,p2p→rn,p2N→rX and in addition to
Refs. @28,29# the baryon-baryon channelsBB→rBB,BB
→rX,BB→vBB,BB→vX.

For the exclusive processp2p→vn we use a parametri
zation of the experimental data from Ref.@43#:

sp2p→vn
excl

5C
ppN2pv

0

ppN
a 2d

, ~8!

whereppN is the relative momentum~in GeV/c) of the pion-
nucleon pair whilepv

0 51.095 GeV/c is the threshold value
The parametersC513.76 mb(GeV/c)a21,a53.33 andd
51.07 (GeV/c)a describe satisfactorily the data on th
energy-dependent cross section in the near-threshold en
region. Forr0-meson productionp2p→rn we use the same
cross section as for thev-meson; this holds experimentall
within 20%.

For the inclusive vector meson productionp2p
→VX, V5v,r we use the parametrization from Ref.@44#

sp2p→VX
incl

5aV~x21!bVx2cV, ~9!

where the scaling variable is defined asx5s/sth , sth5(mN
1mV)2. For v production we haveav54.8 mb, bv

51.47, cv51.26; for r production we have ar

53.6 mb, br51.47, cr51.26 usingmr50.77 GeV in the
vacuum case. In the actual calculation we take the maxim
of the parametrizations~9! and~8!. These cross sections hav
been shown in Ref.@44# to reproduce the available data ve
well.

For the vector meson production in baryon-baryon ch
nels ~this contribution is quite small forp2A reactions! we
also use the parametrization from Ref.@44#

spp→VX
incl 5aV~x21!V

bx2cV, ~10!

where the scaling variable is defined again asx5s/sth , sth
5(2mN1mV)2. For v production we use av

52.2 mb, bv51.47, cv51.1; for r production we usear

52.5 mb, br51.47, cr51.11.
For the interactions of vector mesons with baryo

we include the following channels: vN→vN,
vN→pN, vN→ppN; rN→rN, rN→pN, rN→ppN.
Since apart for thepN final channels no experimental da
are directly available we adopt the parametrizations fr
Ref. @28,29#. The totalvN cross section is described as

svN
tot ~plab!5A1

B

plab
~11!

with A511 mb andB59 mb GeV/c. The elasticvN cross
section is parametrized as
-
n

rgy

m

-

s

svN
el ~plab!5A

1

11aplab
, ~12!

with A520 mb anda51 GeV21c.
For ther-N total and elastic cross sections we adopt

results of Ref.@45#, which were calculated within the reso
nance model using the experimental branching ratios for
resonances involved@37#. A good fit to the results of Ref
@45# in the energy range of interest is given by

sr0N
tot

526.010.9 p26 @mb#,

sr0N
el

513.010.25 p26 @mb#, ~13!

where p @GeV/c# is the meson momentum in the c.m.
Since this parametrization diverges for zero momentum,
numerically include an upper limit of 200 mb for the tot
cross section. The channelrN→pN is determined via de-
tailed balance from the inverse reaction~8! whereas thev
absorption channel is described bysvN

abs5svN
tot 2svN

el .
In order to demonstrate the relevant range of the elem

tary production cross sections we display in Fig. 3 the dis
bution in the pion-baryon collision number versus the inva
ant energyAs above the threshold forr productionAsth

5mN1mr , i.e., dN/dAs ~histogram! for p2Pb at Ekin
51.3 GeV. The arrow indicates the incoming energy. D
to Fermi motion and secondary interactions thedN/dAs is
not a sharp peak, but a broader distribution. At the p
kinetic energy of 1.3 GeV one thus is sensitive to the
ementary vector meson production cross section for exc
energies of 100–300 MeV.

We finally note that all the vector mesons are produc
and propagated with their pole mass. Their spectral functi
are taken into account only in their decay toe1e2. How-
ever, the essential broadening of ther spectral function in
the nuclear medium due to elastic and inelastic scatte
with nucleons is taken into account dynamically, though n
consistently with the model from Ref.@13#.

FIG. 3. The distribution in the pion-baryon collision numb
versus the invariant energyAs above the threshold forr production
As05mN1mr , i.e., dN/dAs ~histogram!, for p2Pb at Ekin

51.3 GeV. The arrow indicates the incoming energy.
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III. DILEPTON PRODUCTION

A. Elementary channels

The dilepton production is calculated perturbative
by including the contributions from the Dalitz decaysD
→Nl1l 2, N(1440)→Nl1l 2, N(1520)→Nl1l 2, N(1535)
→Nl1l 2, p0→g l 1l 2, h→g l 1l 2, v→p0l 1l 2 and the
direct dilepton decays of the vector mesonsr andv. For a
detailed description of theD,N* Dalitz decays we refer the
reader to Ref.@40#; the dilepton decays of theh and vector
mesons are described in Ref.@24#.

The novel channel included as compared to Refs.@28,29#
is the Dalitz decay of theN(1520) resonance which is de
scribed in the same way as theD resonance with spin 3/2
~see Ref.@40#!, but using a coupling constantg50.96 and
G051.1 MeV in Eqs.~4.8!–~4.13! in Ref. @40#. We include
this resonance because its presence was recently show
dominate ther-meson properties in a baryon-rich enviro
ment @13#. We also note, that compared to the INC calcu
tions in Refs.@28,29# we employ different parametrization
for theh-production channels based on the more recent d
from the WASA and PINOT Collaborations@42,46#.

The dilepton radiation resulting frompN interactions is
dominantly made up by two contributions. One consists
reactions in which the pion is absorbed on the nucleon
form a nucleon resonance which then later undergoes a
itz decay intoNe1e2; these processes are explicitly co
tained in the transport calculations. The second class o
actions consists of those in which the pion reemerges, so
there may be bremsstrahlung from the external legs of
charged particles. In Refs.@28,29# a phase-space correcte
soft photon approximation@47,48# for the latter processe
has been adopted. However, this approximation has rece
been discussed in detail by Lichard@49# and it has been
shown for a particular example that various approximatio
including the one used in Refs.@28,29#, can lead to large
uncertainties of up to a factor of about 5. This uncertai
estimate agrees with that obtained from a comparison w
an ‘‘exact’’ calculation frompn bremsstrahlung in Fig. 5 in
Ref. @40#. Since the phase-space corrected soft photon
proximation more likely provides an upper limit for the r
diation from the external legs@49,50# and thepN brems-
strahlung channel was found in Ref.@29# to be a minor
background in the vector-meson mass regime, we discar
explicit calculation of this channel in this work. We not
however, that this bremsstrahlung contribution might be
similar order as the Dalitz decay of theh meson at lower
invariant masses@29#. Thus by measuring theh yield from
its 2g decay independently one might subtract theh Dalitz
channel from the dilepton mass spectrum—as well as
p0—and obtain experimental bounds on this channel, to

B. In-medium vector mesons and collisional broadening

1. Collisional broadening

The production and propagation of short lived hadro
resonances with all their off-shell properties in the nucl
medium is presently an unsolved problem and especially
production ofr mesons close to threshold is uncertain sin
its width changes drastically in the nucleus as compare
the vacuum. We thus have to introduce a couple of sim
to
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fying assumptions for this explorative study that finally ha
to be controlled by experimental data. Following Re
@28,29# we assume that~in first order! the in-medium reso-
nance can also be described by a Breit-Wigner formula w
a mass and width distorted by the nuclear environment

F~M !5
1

2p

GV*

~M2mV* !21GV*
2/4

, ~14!

containing the effects of collisional broadening

GV* 5GV1dG, ~15!

where

dG5gvsVN
tot rN , ~16!

as well as a shift of the meson mass

mR* 5mV1dmV . ~17!

In Eq. ~16! v is the resonance velocity with respect to t
target at rest,g is the associated Lorentz factor,rN is the
nuclear density andsVN

tot is the meson-nucleon total cros
section. ForsrN

tot we use Eq.~13! while for svN
tot we adopt Eq.

~11!. In using Eq.~15! we neglect the decrease in the wid
due to the lowered mass of the vector mesons which is sm
compared to the collisional broadening.

In Fig. 4 we show the width ofr andv mesons calculated

FIG. 4. The width of ther andv mesons calculated accordin
to Eqs.~15!,~16! ~open squares! for p2Pb atEkin51.3 GeV. The
solid lines indicate a linear fit with density according to Eq.~18!.
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924 PRC 59WEIDMANN, BRATKOVSKAYA, CASSING, AND MOSEL
dynamically according to Eqs.~15! and ~16! ~open squares!
for p2Pb atEkin51.3 GeV. The solid lines indicate a linea
fit of the form

GV* ~rN!5GV
0~rN!S 11b

rN

r0
D , ~18!

whereb51.55 for ther meson andb59 for thev meson.
While the collisional broadening is roughly twice that of th
barer width, it increases the width of thev meson by about
one order of magnitude. The latter values imply that the li
time of ther at densityr0 drops to'0.7 fm/c while the
lifetime of thev meson decreases to'2.7 fm/c at r0 . Note
that these values agree approximately with those obtaine
a recent refined hadronic model@3#.

2. ‘‘Dropping’’ vector meson mass

In order to explore the observable consequences of ve
meson mass shifts at finite nuclear density the in-med
vector meson masses are modelled according to Hatsuda
Lee @4# or Brown-Rho scaling@1# as

mV* 5mV@12arN~r !/r0#, ~19!

whererN(r ) is the nuclear density at the resonance dec
r050.16 fm23 and a.0.18 for ther and v. The latter
value ofa has also been used in Refs.@22,23# and led to a
good description of the dilepton spectra from the CERES
HELIOS-3 Collaborations. Furthermore, in Ref.@3# a shift of
thev pole by'120 MeV is reported, however, no essent
shift of ther-meson pole is extracted from their dynamic
calculations~see also Ref.@51#!. Thus the parametera in Eq.
~19! has to be taken with same care and finally to be de
mined by experiment.

3. The r spectral function

While the dropping mass scenario, together with the c
lisional broadening, reproduces, at least qualitatively, the
sults of the more refined model of Ref.@3#, it is an oversim-
plified approximation for ther meson. For ther meson we,
therefore, also include alternatively the calculated spec
function from Ref.@13#. The implementation of ther spec-
tral function into the transport approach for the calculation
the dilepton yield fromr0 decay is described in Refs
@25,26#. Here we adopt the same strategy, i.e., the dilep
radiation fromr mesons is calculated as

dNr→ l 1 l 2

dM
52Br~M !

2M

p
Im Dr~q0 ,q;rN!, ~20!

where Dr is the r-meson propagator@13# in the hadronic
medium depending on the baryon densityrN as well as on
energy q0 and three-momentumq[uqu in the local rest
frame of the baryon current~‘‘comoving’’ frame!. The in-
variant massM is related to ther-meson four-momentum in
the nuclear medium asM25q0

22q2, while ImDr is spin
averaged over the longitudinal and transverse part of thr
propagator@13#. Furthermore, Br(M ) is the branching ratio
of the r-meson resonance to dileptons which is in princip
an explicit function of the invariant massM. Vector-meson
dominance cannot be used to evaluate this function whe
-
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large part of ther strength resides in nucleon resonance-h
excitations @13#. For the nucleon resonances the simp
VDM is known to be quite inaccurate@11#. In the absence of
any detailed study of this problem, we have used a cons
branching ratio fixed at the resonance mass for simplicity
in Refs. @25,26#; in future this simplifying assumption will
have to be improved.

IV. DILEPTONS FROM pA REACTIONS

We now come to the results of our numerical simulatio
In Fig. 5 we present the calculated dilepton invariant m
spectrads/dM for p2Pb at the bombarding energy ofEkin
51.3 GeV including a finite mass resolution of 10 MeV
The upper part corresponds to the result calculated with
collisional broadening and free meson masses. The mid
part shows the dilepton spectra calculated including the

FIG. 5. The dilepton invariant mass spectrads/dM for p2Pb at
the bombarding energy ofEkin51.3 GeV calculated without colli-
sional broadening and with free meson masses~upper part!, includ-
ing the collisional broadening effect and a ‘‘dropping’’ mass of t
r and v mesons~middle part! as well as including ther spectral
function from Ref.@13# instead of a ‘‘dropping’’r mass~lower
part!. The thin lines indicate the individual contributions from th
different production channels, i.e., starting from lowM: Dalitz de-
cay h→ge1e2 ~dotted line!, D→Ne1e2 ~short-dotted line!, v
→p0e1e2 ~dot-dashed line!, N(1520)→Ne1e2 ~dot-dashed line!,
N(1535)→Ne1e2 ~long-dashed line!; for M'0.8 GeV: v
→e1e2 ~dashed line!, r0→e1e2 ~dot-dashed line!. The full solid
line represents the sum of all sources.
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PRC 59 925e1e2 PAIRS FROMp2A REACTIONS
lisional broadening effect and ‘‘dropping’’ masses ofr and
v mesons@Eq. ~19!#, whereas the lower part corresponds
calculations with collisional broadening and dropping ma
shift for the v meson and the momentum- and densi
dependent spectral function@13# @Eq. ~20!# for the r meson.

The thin lines indicate the individual contributions fro
the different production channels, i.e., starting from lowM:
Dalitz decayh→ge1e2 ~dotted line!, D→Ne1e2 ~short-
dotted line!, v→p0e1e2 ~dot-dashed line!, N(1520)
→Ne1e2 ~dot-dashed line!, N(1535)→Ne1e2 ~long-
dashed line!; for M'0.8 GeV: v→e1e2 ~dashed line!,
r0→e1e2 ~dot-dashed line!. The full solid line represents
the sum of all sources considered here.

The dominant background processes in the low mass
gion up toM.500 MeV are theh andv Dalitz decays and
possiblypN bremsstrahlung, which is discarded here. T
contributions from heavy-baryon resonances are neglig
small. AboveM;0.6 GeV the spectrum is dominated b
the vector meson decays with a low background from ot
hadronic sources. Our results are in qualitative agreem
with the INC calculations in Refs.@28,29# but differ in the
individual channels by up to factors of 2 which is due to t
use of different elementary cross sections as mentioned
ready at the end of Sec. III A and to the explicit treatment
isospin in our transport approach.

As seen from the middle part, the mass shift and the c
lisional broadening effect leads to a two-component struc
for thev meson: the narrow peak atM5mv comes from the
v decaying outside the nucleus whereas the broader p
corresponds to the decay inside the nucleus. For ther meson
this effect is not seen because ther mesons practically al
decay inside the nucleus due to their short lifetime; only
width of ther meson peak becomes larger due to collisio
broadening. The ‘‘dropping’’ mass for ther andv mesons
leads to an essential reduction of the vector meson pro
tion threshold in meson-baryon and baryon-baryon collisi
and to a slight enhancement of vector meson productio
pion-nucleus collisions. A similar effect is seen if one e
ploys ther spectral function~lower part in Fig. 5! instead of
a droppingr mass.

We have also performed calculations for light systems~in
order to test different density regimes! and two incoming
energies. In Figs. 6 and 7 we show the dilepton invari
mass spectrads/dM for p2C,p2Ca, andp2Pb at the bom-
barding energies ofEkin51.3 and 1.7 GeV, respectively. Th
solid lines indicate the sum of all dilepton channels cal
lated without collisional broadening and with ‘‘free’’ meso
masses. The dotted lines are the results with collisio
broadening and a ‘‘dropping’’ mass ofr andv mesons. The
dashed lines correspond to calculations with collisio
broadening, with droppingv mass and with ther spectral
function @13#. The ‘‘dropping mass’’ scheme leads to an e
hancement by about a factor 2 as compared to the free m
mass in the dilepton range 0.6<M<0.7 GeV and to a re-
duction by about a factor of 2 above thev peak. Ther
spectral function also slightly enhances the yield at 0.6<M
<0.7 GeV, however, the reduction above thev peak is not
so strong as compared to the ‘‘free’’ meson mass case
seen from Figs. 6 and 7 the difference between the th
scenarios exists even for a light system such as12C and
s
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becomes more pronounced for heavy nuclei such as208Pb
due to the larger volume.

In Fig. 8 we present the same analysis as in Fig. 7, but
dilepton spectra were calculated including a cut in the lon
tudinal momentum of the dileptons, i.e.,qz<0.3 GeV/c,
which makes the differences between the ‘‘dropping mas
scheme and ther spectral function more pronounced. Figu
8 demonstrates that with a properqz cut one should be able
to distinguish experimentally between the two scenarios
the medium modifications of the vector mesons.

V. SUMMARY

On the basis of the coupled-channel-BUU approa
~CBUU! @30# we have studied dilepton production i
p2C, p2Ca, and p2Pb collisions atEkin51.3 and 1.7
GeV. Various contributions are taken into account for dile
ton production: the Dalitz-decays ofD, N(1440),N(1520),
N(1535) resonances andh,v mesons as well as the direc
dilepton decays of the vector mesonsr and v. The contri-
butions from vector mesons were calculated including
collisional broadening and by applying two different in
medium modification schemes of the vector mesons:~i! the
dropping mass and~ii ! the hadronic spectral function ap
proach@13#.

FIG. 6. The dilepton invariant mass spectrads/dM for
p2C, p2Ca, and p2Pb at the bombarding energy ofEkin

51.3 GeV. The solid lines indicate the sum of all dilepton chan
calculated without collisional broadening and with free mes
masses. The dotted curves are the result with collisional broade
and ‘‘dropping’’ masses ofr and v mesons. The dashed curve
correspond to the calculations with collisional broadening, dropp
v mass and with ther spectral function from Ref.@13#.
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It was found that both scenarios lead to an enhancem
of the dilepton yield at 0.6<M<0.77 GeV. However, the
models predict quite different absolute values for the dil
ton yield at invariant masses mainly below and aboveM
5mV with the total in-medium effect amounting up to
factor of 3. This sensitivity, which is comparable to th
achieved in heavy-ion reactions@25#, can be studied experi
mentally especially after applying proper longitudinal m
mentum cuts and comparing directly the spectra from li
and heavy targets such as12C or 208Pb.

FIG. 7. The dilepton invariant mass spectrads/dM for
p2C, p2Ca, and p2Pb at the bombarding energy ofEkin

51.7 GeV. The assignment is the same as in Fig. 6.
nt
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FIG. 8. The dilepton invariant mass spectrads/dM for
p2C, p2Ca, and p2Pb at the bombarding energy ofEkin

51.7 GeV with a longitudinal momentum cutqz<0.3 GeV/c.
The assignment is the same as in Fig. 6.
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